Purpose -In addressing the future trajectory of knowledge management systems, this paper uses the psycho-social notion of generativity which recently stimulated contributions in technology and innovation for a holistic systemic knowledge management (KM) review. The purpose of this study is to identify current shortcomings and fixations together with their ramifying affordances, all enveloped within a novel KM concept and prototype-system-under-development.
1. The interdependence of personal and collective generativity "Organizing for constant change in distributed digital ecosystems is a rich field for research" (Eck, 2018, p. 19) where novel insightful perspectives may gain considerable attention quickly. A case in point is the notion of Generativity which has been originally defined by Erikson (1950) as the seventh stage of his eight-stage model of psychosocial development concerned with establishing and guiding the next generation. Recently, it has stimulated discourses in technology, innovation and knowledge management research embarking on individual and collective generative capacities (including outside-the-box thinking), as well as generative fits (based on creating enabling technological environments) (Avital and Te'Eni, 2009, pp. 2-5) .
As knowledge workers and their leaders display a more intensive propensity toward harvesting, storing, generating and leveraging both existing and novel knowledge (re) sources (Heisig, 2014) , generativity concerns are likely to be of vital interest. At the same time, the familiar information scarcity has been replaced by an accelerating abundance, digital opportunity and innovation divides are widening and a lack of creative responses is impairing the wider personal and collective development in society.
1.1 The rationale for generativity from the knowledge management perspective Erikson's (1950) psycho-social progressive multi-stage model entails a step-by-step-heuristic where resolving the challenges of prior levels equips individuals with essential resources to successfully acquire new skills and capabilities for navigating their further development. The same logics and logistics are appropriate for generative organizational interventions where instilling virtues of trust, autonomy, initiative, productivity, self-actualization, (self-) transcendence and legacy building become crucial for collective performances, institutionally and societally. Generativity, hence, can be a vital concern to allow for enabling layers of a solid foundation to guide and fine-tune the aspirations of knowledge creation and management.
Although having evolved from initial technology domination to more practice-oriented approaches (Earl, 2001; Schmitt, 2018a, Figure 1 ), traditional knowledge management systems (KMSs) have remained costly, heavyweight, prohibitive, institutional developments often failing to enthuse a skeptical workforce. To further the acceptance of KMSs as well as the sense-making Decentralized knowledge management and effectiveness of knowledge workers, Pollard (2008, p. 98) urges going "back to the original premise and promise of KM and start again -but this time from the bottom up" by emphasizing peer-to-peer content-sharing, expertise-finding and connectivity instead of top-down communityof-practice management and top-down centralized content acquisition and collection.
While such a shift has been argued for from many diverse but fragmented perspectives (to be exemplified further), it has still not been holistically responded to as is vital for a transdisciplinary, complex and "wicked" task of this nature. Fittingly, Levy (2011, p. 105, pp. 115-116, p. 127) reframes its objective as the need for a decentralizing KM revolution aiming to give more power and autonomy to individuals and self-organized groups and envisions its configuration as bottom-up interactions of autonomous personal knowledge management (PKM) capacities and devices meant to facilitate distributed processes of creative conversations and collective intelligence in support of emerging consolidated social knowledge management (KM) structures which in turn feed back to the individual community members. Realizing such a vision ensures that KMS affordances would no longer remain off-limits for supporting individuals and entrepreneurs, as well as fosters the portability and mobility of their personal knowledge and skills.
The objectives of this article and the methodologies applied
With the experience of creating prior KM applications for personal use, recent technological advances of development platforms and cloud-based services motivated the author to initiate a design science research (DSR) and prototyping project to follow-up on the conceptual and technological needs for such a personal knowledge management system (PKMS).
Typically, multiple diverse milestones along a DRS project's longitudinal streams of research determine the type and frequency of its publications to account for the "continually evolving artefacts and design theories." DSR contributions, hence, must report on "early visions of technology impact [and] studies of [applied] technology impact on users, organizations and society" (Baskerville et al., 2018, p. 369) . Some aspects of this article have, thus, been detailed in earlier publications and are to be briefly summarized and referenced. The research paradigms applied have been likewise presented comprehensively in a separate article (instead of justifying the methodologies in an ad hoc and fragmented manner with each new paper). The design rationale has been detailed from the artifact, as well as from the search process perspective (Hevner et al., 2004) to evidence the DSR project's problem relevance and utility, research rigor and contribution, design evaluation and publishability in information systems research outlets (Schmitt, 2016b) .
Good DSR practice also implies that relevant existing, as well as emerging, research findings, methodologies and practices should be scrutinized to potentially integrate them for continuous thorough design evaluation and knowledge dissemination. Accordingly, this article aims to further quality-assess/assure the PKMS concept and design by applying the recently emerging notion of generativity. As this notion is to be explored in more detail (Section 3), the ground is prepared for evaluating the generative fit of the PKM concept, system and supporting educational agenda (Section 4). The article's contributions are, thus, to further test the PKMS's theory effectiveness in both of its personal and institutional settings, to synthesize the psychological roots of generativity with their technological interpretations, to respond to calls of the generativity-related sources cited for reflecting on their proposed notions and methodologies and for furnishing more complex but illustrational generative and KM-related examples for the benefit of designers and knowledge workers. K 49,1 24 2. The role of digital artifacts and technological progress related to generativity concepts An individual interacts (as cognitive system) with the outside world in a dual role as informee and informer, as depicted in Figure 1 . "Far from being an empty vat, an informee already holds various types of knowledge structures" which may ease or obstruct the integration of an informant's new knowledge into the informee's knowledge base (input). Its resultant navigability, entropy and productivity (coherence) might be considerably affected and so may also be the informee's "ability to generate new cognitive artefacts" (generativity) (Oltet eanu, 2015, p. 2) .
In these endeavors, individuals use digital artifacts to jointly construct knowledge. While any artifact contains explicated and/or encapsulated knowledge (content), it is further defined by its timeline of engaging with people and their respective interactions (usage) (Andreas et al., 2010, pp. 42-43) .
Further meta-artifacts facilitate the setup of and the interactions with these artifacts (e.g. application packages, ERP systems, development environments or prototypes) as well as support the information systems development process (e.g. systems development approaches, methods, techniques and tools) (Iivari, 2003, p. 575) . Meta-artifacts also include digital platform ecosystems (DPEs) meant to accommodate social actors with highly diverse ambitions and skills as well as expectations to gainfully use the DPEs' resources and generative potential in their personal and local contexts (Eck and Uebernickel, 2016, p. 13) . Hughes (2011) points out that human civilization has thrived on not only the recent advances and widespread affordability of information and communication technologies and artifacts but also an insatiable urge to use them for the generative purposes intended. The resulting never-before experienced ever-increasing attention-consuming information abundance mentioned, unfortunately, also comprises "negative" generativity in the form of rising stakes of undesirable entropy (including redundancy, fragmentation, inconsistency, untraceability, corruption, decay, obsolescence and fake facts) (Schmitt, 2016b) .
This unsustainable, steadily aggravating situation is threatening the finite attention individuals' cognitive capabilities are able to master. As Simon pointed out already decades ago: an information-and-knowledge-rich world must also be aware of its scarce attention to receive it and, hence, seek to eliminate its inherent entropy "so that far less information needs to be read, written, or stored" (Simon, 1971, p. 41, pp. 46-47) . But, while many powerful applications exist for locating vast amounts of digital information, we still "lack effective tools for selecting, structuring, personalizing, and making sense of the digital resources available to us" (Kahle, 2009, p. 32) .
Although thoroughly forewarned, the respective deficiencies did not sufficiently impact our recent information-scarce past; and information, knowledge and document management practices are continuing their:
Over-simplistic modelling of digital documents as monolithic blocks of linear content, with a lack of structural semantics [and by] unnecessarily replicating content via copy and paste operations, instead of digitally embedding and reusing parts of digital documents via structural references (Signer, 2010, p. 391 ).
The currently dominating technological development priorities (industrial internet and big data) can be expected to further worsen this state of affairs.
This persisting fixation on the outdated book-age paradigm also still compels us to provide linear accounts of a nonlinear world (Mintzberg, 2005) . It further cultivates practices of undiscoverable private knowledge because "magnitudes of invisible work" are neither published nor shared. Invisible work represents the "gap between formal representations, Decentralized knowledge management including publications and unreported 'back stage' work" (Star, 2010, pp. 606-607) and may have potentially offered a wealth of information but has been discarded because of perceived insignificance or page restrictions, forcing others to re-spend the energy and to start over. Digital structural reuse and referencing would allow the sharing of related content beyond what is usually disseminated by digitally emulating printed media; Bush (1945) refers to this gap as the scaffolding (Section 3.3).
Regrettably, entropy and "negative" generativity are also accelerating among the nonredundant entities of our growing knowledge base. Meant to address today's "wicked" problem spaces, transdisciplinary approaches reject the "separation and distribution of topics and scholarly approaches into disciplinary 'silos' [in order to] creatively re-imagine the disciplines and the possibilities for combining them" (Bernstein, 2015, pp. 6-7) . The academic landscape, nevertheless, has evolved into a matrix of disciplines with tendencies and incentives to subdivide into ever smaller specialties, thus, "carving up intellectual spaces into curricular and bureaucratic domains, with specific methodologies, paradigms and other conceptual toolboxes, and inherited problem areas" where "each discipline will only see a small part of a larger picture" (Bernstein, 2014, p. 248) . A transdisciplinary transformation is, hence, required "that disrupts silo formation even before it becomes entrenched" (Cohen and Lloyd, 2014, pp. 203-209) and that also minimizes the risk of creating disconnected islands of undiscoverable public knowledge (Szostak et al., 2016) .
This section has exemplified that generative phenomena may result in unsustainable outcomes by fostering undesirable entropic proliferation in KM systems. Creating awareness of these negative effects is a first step to better design, effectively monitor and purposefully manage KMS environments to proactively prevent harming wastefulness. The PKMS design, as pointed out in Section 4, incorporates the negentropic means to tackle both, the information redundancy as well as the transdisciplinary disconnects alluded to. In the next section the focus shifts to the more resourceful aspects of generative notions.
3. Generativity concepts able to facilitate the decentralization of knowledge management systems As argued, technological change and progress are triggered by inquisitive and appreciative humans in pursuit of superior affordances rooted in systemic and relational innovations (focus on social relevance), cultural shifts (focus on adapting and innovating), process (focus on effectiveness) and/or product innovations (focus on utility gaps and chances) (Garon, 2012) .
However, in increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous environments, the diverse types of artifacts distinguished in the previous section have to be also groomed for sustainable generative effectiveness in dynamic contexts. Evolutionary fitness characteristics to adhere to have been put forward (Table I) , which address process fitness attributes (e.g. decomposability, malleability, openness and anti-fragility) for social generativity, as well as resonance fitness attributes (e.g. novelty, interestingness and elegance), for informational generativity (Table 1A) (Gill and Hevner, 2013; Schmitt and Gill, 2019) . The nature of these generativity classifications is to be further explored in the following subsections.
Technical generativity
Technical generativity is defined as the "capacity of a technology or a system to be malleable by diverse groups of actors in unanticipated ways" (Eck et al., 2015 , p. 2 based on Zittrain, 2006 . To portray the breadth of the emerging field of generative artifacts, Eck et al. used the diverse interpretations of this generic definition to position 14 illustrative examples from information system literature according to their primary (Table 1B ) and K 49,1 generative attributes (Table 1C ) with each of the total 12 attributes ascribed to two or three of the selected 14 artifacts (Eck et al., 2015, pp. 3-4) .
While prior research applied the generative concept and its resulting generative capacities mainly to digital platforms and infrastructures, Eck et al. expect that the conceptual clarity gained through this approach can also be valuably applied to other types Denotes the possibility to explore a DA, its individual components and dependencies Editability
Relates to the possibility of modifying the DA while leaving its logical structure unchanged Reprogrammability
Reflects the possibility of releasing a DA from its immediate use context, modify its structure and repurpose it Distributedness
Signifies that DAs are not confined to any physical or institutional borders Modularity
Refers to the distinct quality of modularized DAs not to be bound to a fixed product architecture, meaning that individual modules of a complex DA can be transferred to completely unrelated use contexts Granularity
Stands for the inherent decomposability A of DAs, down to their basic binary representation and for the associated possibility to modify both an insignificant and a substantial part of the DA on different levels of abstraction
Reflexive dynamics
Carries the notion that any access, assembly or otherwise manipulation can only be performed through making use of other DA. Accordingly, any domain in which DAs enter will invariantly see an increase of DAs over time C. Four generativity attributes of systems Source: Eck et al. (2015, p. 3), based on Zittrain (2008, chapter 4) Leverage Refers to the extent by which a system actor's productivity is increased compared to an actor performing outside the system Adaptability Indicates how malleable A a system is for application in many and varied contexts Ease of Mastery Denotes how understandable a system is and also how much effort an actor must put into becoming proficient to adapt C it Accessibility
Reflects how low the barriers of entry are Transferability
Signifies how readily changes in one part of the system can be conveyed to other parts of the system or distributed to anther system instantiation D. Three DOF model Source: Van Osch (2012, p. 67) Cognitive DOFs: High, where the distributed levels of reflection, interaction, and representation are high Technological DOFs:
High in collectives using systems or technologies of high tailorability and openness Structural DOFs:
High in case of high transience and high laterality (rather than stable and hierarchical collectives) All generative attributes and categories suggested are shown in italics and may be followed by an identifier (ABCD in superscript) if they appear in the left column of a table section (same principle applies later in Section 4.8)
Decentralized
knowledge management of digital artifacts in the context of organizational agility purposes and socio-technical systems (Eck et al., 2015, p. 13) .
As "processes of top-down innovation become increasingly complemented and sometimes replaced by collective grassroots contributions", designing conducive information systems as drivers of the underlying "passionate, IT-induced bottom-up processes" becomes critical (Van Osch and Avital, 2009, p. 4) . Van Osch (2012, p. 67) suggests a three degrees of freedom (DOF) model (Table 1D ) to characterize and identify collective generative capacity (CGC). Defined as the:
Ability of a distributed community to engage collectively in producing novel configurations and possibilities, in changing conceptual frames, and in challenging the normative status quo within a particular goal-driven context, CGC assists in transforming collective ideas into collective action and mass innovation (Van Osch and Avital, 2009, p. 4 ).
Acting individually and freely, the engaging agents' micro-behaviors and effects may over time result in emerging behaviors, effects and patterns at the macro level. Attributable to the collectivity as a whole, they may result in micro-macro-micro feedback to produce selforganization and synchronization by affecting the subsequent agents' micro-states. As, however, observing their collectivity is not always possible, agents might need to be guided by "some necessitating, global and self-produced information" deriving from the collectivity (Mella, 2017) which is, for example, one of the roles of the personal knowledge management for development (PKM4D) framework to be presented in Section 4.5 and depicted in Figure 4 as well as the PKMS's educational agenda (Section 4.9).
Generative relationships and social generativity facilitating the practices of change and innovation
In complementing the generative technical perspective of artifacts and systems, social generativity focuses on generative relationships between human agents and their potential for initiating change and innovation. As drivers of the underlying practices, Figure 2 depicts the mutually complementing, generic iterative sequences of Usher's notion of cumulative synthesis (CS) (2013, p. 65) and Lane's theory of exaptive bootstrapping (EB) (2011, pp. 7-8). Cumulative synthesis, exaptation and generative social potential K 49,1 While Usher (1954 ) sees the emergence of novelty "as an accumulation of many individual items over a relatively long period of time [where] the magnitude of the individual item is small but [becomes important for a solution] through cumulative synthesis" (Usher, 2013, p. 61) , his fourth step (critical revision and full mastery) can be further expanded via Lane's five steps.
And while Lane's bootstrapping dynamic is geared toward "cascades of changes in agent-artefact space" which "inextricably link innovations in artefacts, in organizational structure, and in attributions about artefact and organizational functionality" (Lane, 2011, pp. 7-8) , his fourth step of "observing patterns of interaction among agents and already existing artefacts [to aim for] new attributions of functionality" can be further supported via Usher's five steps. As one would expect, not every knowledge item assembled (CS) or novel functionality attribution generated (EB) may be of immediate utility, but, what might be considered to be irrelevant or misguided at a given time may turn out to be valuable later, and vice versa (Garud et al., 2016) . Benefitting from these dynamic interdependencies requires capturing, classifying, curating and communicating the relevant information preferably via dedicated digital artifacts and grounded in an "exaptation": As instances from the generative potential of relationships, any new relational identities in agent-artifact space need to be attributed to the new entities generated as well as to the previously existing entities integrated in patterns of mutual activity. Lane identifies five agent characteristics ( Figure 2 , right column, namely, aligned directedness, heterogeneity, mutual directedness, appropriate permissions and action opportunities) to help determine and amplify the relationships' generative potential which emanate from an agent's informational and interpretative social networks (Lane, 2011, pp. 10-12) .
As shown in Section 4, the PKMS adheres to Usher's notion of CS as well as Lane's theory of EB.
(Informational) Generativity heritage and creation heritages
Focusing on engineering and industrial innovation, Carvajal Pérez et al. (2018) promote the idea of "Creation Heritages" or "Generative Heritages" to use known objects in the "elaboration of still unknown objects." Their aim is not only to transfer knowledge resources but also the capacities to use themtheir "creative spirit"for eliciting generative gains in the form of identifying gaps (turning unknown unknowns into known unknowns, filling gaps [turning known unknowns into known knowns], sharing object structures, progress principles, creative reasoning, usage metrics, value criteria and desires as well as creating new objects and designs).
The generative heritage, hence, embodies elements available for object structures, value criteria, knowledge voids, progress principles and the potential types of generativity to be passed on from informant to informee, covering generative means of selecting, combining, expanding and originating. The process is exemplified by "using cuisine books, written by important chefs that were eager to share their knowledge heritage and generativity with their colleagues" (Carvajal Pérez et al., 2018 Pérez et al., , pp. 1523 Pérez et al., -1525 .
Credit for such a generative heritage approach has also to be bestowed on Bush (1945) . With his idea of the Memex, he envisioned an intimate supplement to an individual's Decentralized knowledge management memory. Based on associative indexing, it was meant to facilitate the storing, recalling, studying and sharing of the "inherited knowledge of the ages," as well as the logging of one's own ideas and trails of interests, which can all be effortlessly shared with the Memexes of others. Fostering transparency by affording the forward/backward tracking of the collective relations and trails captured, the accumulating generative heritage of a Memex would have enabled knowledge-and-experience-enriched scholarship asas Bush put itany "inheritance from the master becomes, not only his additions to the world's record, but for his disciples [or informees] the entire scaffolding by which they were erected" (Bush, 1945, pp. 1-10) . As a still unfulfilled vision, Bush's Memex embodiesas to be further argued in Section 4the closest ancestor of the proposed PKMS concept and design.
3.4 Generative design, collectives and learning "In the final 'generative' instance, a community's generative and innovative capacity depends on its actors' ongoing discourses and on their interpretation and use of [the respective] artefacts" (Bygstad, 2017, p. 183 ). Avital and Te'eni, hence, stress that sound generative designs depend on appropriately combining generative technologies with generative collectives in support of users and developer communities (including multidisciplinary approaches as well as shared standards and work practices). Their generative-capacity-fit approach (Section 1) is meant to assist systems designers in the respective tasks to create platforms that "enhance creativity, unleash unconventional design, promote innovation, and are instrumental in revitalizing our epistemic stance" (Avital and Te'Eni, 2009, pp. 2, 7, 10) .
This approach is further supported by a Generative Collectives' Future study, where structural ambidexterity has been identified as the key attribute for forming generative "breeding grounds for creative ideas and innovations." It calls for simultaneously evoking and enabling operational efficiency (through coordination and integration) and generative capacity (through flexibility and fluidity) "to enable rejuvenating, reconfiguring, reframing and revolutionizing acts." The findings further reaffirm the mediating role of distributed cognition in the relationships between structure and highly tailorable technologies and open platforms. Any coordinating potentials of more stable hierarchical structures (exemplified by exclusive membership, fixed routines, and/or top-down prescription of rules, processes and responsibilities) are substituted by wide grass-roots interactions which use the "artefacts and representations as mechanisms for coordinating distributed and diverse knowledge resources" (Van Osch, 2012, pp. 70, 257, 260-265) .
Interpreted as "outcome of the interaction between knowledgeable people and flexible information technologies", the generativity notion qualifies rather as an emergent phenomenon (of relationships) than an attribute of entities (Bygstad, 2017, p. 183) . As a result, the dynamic (real and perceived) complexity of the system's infrastructure with its embedded people is increasing and so is the need to create the necessary awareness and know-how to deal with the complexities, challenges, solvability and self-developmental issues involved.
Accordingly, traditional adaptive learning (coping with environmental changes or adjusting existing practices, policies, products or services) need to be complemented by generative learning (creating disruptive innovative change involving new meanings, insights and perspectives) including non-linear feedback, self-direction-and-organization and action logic (Yorks and Nicolaides, 2013, pp. 4-5) . Appropriately, Levy not only envisages the decentralizing KM revolution but also stresses the need for the "sustainable growth of autonomous capacities in PKM" as "one of the most important functions of teaching" as well as the "need for a personal discipline for collection, filtering and creative K 49,1 connection (among data, among people, and between people and data flows)" (Levy, 2011, pp. 115-116) .
Personal knowledge management in pursuit of generative outcomes
This section demonstrates how the generative notions presented relate and are applied to the PKMS design objectives, concepts and affordances. In the first instance, the PKMS's DPE depicts the technological system elements to refer to the meta-artifacts discussed (Section 4.1 referring to Section 2.0). The DPE-visualization is also cross-referencing the conceptual design aligned to the Three-Worlds and SECI models to reflect on the key challenges (Section 4.2 referring to Section 2.0) to determine appropriate approaches (Section 4.3 referring to Section 2.0) and workflows (Section4.4 referring to Section 2.0). The resolution incorporates a PKM4D framework which resembles the logic of Erikson's multistage-model (Section 4.5 referring to Section 1.1), the use of generative social relationships (Section4.6 referring to Section 3.2), generative heritages as well as associative indexing and integrity (Section 4.7 referring to Section 3.3). The affordances offered are then aligned to the technical generativity attributes (Section 4.8 referring to Section 3.1), followed by referring to the PKMS's educational agenda (Section 4.9 referring to Section 3.4). Figure 3 depicts the PKMS as a DPE, one of the meta-artifacts referred to in Section 2. It affords a central service structure arranged as an iterative workflow cycle following Levy's (2011) envisaged decentralizing configuration (as described in Section 1.1): PKMS community members [knowledge worker] through their PKMS devices [technology] are capturing, exploring or creating specifically formatted content (memes) at various levels of granularity (memeplexes) to be voluntarily shared and centrally curated in a repository [ideosphere] from where it feeds back in the form of accessible conversations, resources or assets [extelligence] to the PKMS community [society] to be (potentially generatively) used in Figure 3 . PKMS as a DPE (based on Schmitt and Gill, 2019) Decentralized knowledge management personal and local contexts. Synergetic interactions with external organizational knowledge management systems (OKMS) and learning management systems (LMS) complete the broader technological ecosystems. The workflow passes through five PKMS-specific ecosystems (shown in square brackets) to be further alluded to.
Personal knowledge management system's digital platform ecosystem

Conceptual design aligning to the Three-Worlds and SECI models
The top-right area of Figure 4 depicts the meta-concept of the PKMS closely aligned to Popper's (1978) notion which differentiates reality into Three Worlds (marked #1 in Figure 4 ): The physical world: entails the real concrete objects with their relationships and effects, the human minds world; represents the subjective personal knowledge objects of mental thought processes and the thoughts world; and with its abstract objective knowledge, objects in the form of explicated content.
So far, the latter mainly serves Popper's philosophical argument that only formulated thoughts can be shared and criticized and that the respective content once explicated is standing objectively on its own (independent of its creators and able to be judged on its own merit). World:3, thus, bridges the minds and physical worlds only metaphorically asto become accessible and elicit impactit still needs to be resourcefully combined and physically encoded (or encapsulated) in concrete physical objects.
In the former era of information scarcity, knowledge creation models were primarily focusing on the minds world:2's tacit and physical world:1's explicit knowledge (Schmitt, 2019a) ; Figure 4 aligns the renowned SECI spiral (Nonaka et al., 2000) accordingly (#2). Its four knowledge stocks (combining tacit/explicit and individual/collective knowledge types) connect via flows (socializing, externalizing, combining and internalizing) recommended to be supported by enabling environments (originating, exercising, systemizing and interacting). The iterative cycle formed neglects the area occupied by Popper's World:3 where the currently emerging sustainability gaps (discussed in Section 2) have been positioned.
One of the key changes is the reuse of the "extelligence" captured in the PKMS repository by embedding it via structural references in new digital documents. The term extelligence has been coined by Stewart and Cohen (1999) for externally stored information which forms the external counterpart to the intelligence of the human brain/mind and deals in information whereas intelligence deals in understanding; together they are driving each other in a complicit process of accelerating interactive co-evolution.
Accordingly, PKMSs substitute current document-centric storage paradigms with the finer granularity of "atomic" cognitive information units (memes) and their structural combinations. Memes (e.g. idea, tune, catch phrase, skill and technology) were introduced by Dawkins (1976) as basic units of cultural transmission or imitation that evolve over time through a Darwinian process of variation, selection and transmission (in analogy to genes) with their longevity being determined by their environment. For better attention and survival, "atomic" memes may form symbiotic relationships (memeplexes) to mutually support each other's fitness and to replicate together (Grant et al., 1999) . Also referred to as Business Genes (Koch, 2013) , these memes represent, in the broadest sense, the "building blocks of know-how, skills" and technology in need of commercial vehicles (or containers) before their economic information may facilitate the delivery of a valuable product, service or Knowledge Asset (defined as "nonphysical claims to future value or benefits" (Dalkir, 2005) . 
Decentralized knowledge management
By affording the metaphor of a living organism, the "selfish" meme perspective[1] offers [although controversially discussed in social sciences and humanities (Schmitt, 2017a; Shifman, 2013) ] a powerful conceptual scheme valued for its usefulness to a client or for educational purposes rather than its representation of the truth like a theory (Gill, 2011) as exemplified in the respective description of the SECI model below. For survival, memes:
Either need to be encoded in inanimate durable world:1 vectors (such as buildings, machines, products, software, storage devices, books, great art, or major myths) spreading at times unchanged for millennia, or to succeed in competing for a living host's world:2 limited attention span (such as people, teams, corporations, or economies) to be [subjectively and tacitly] memorized (internalization) until forgotten, codified (externalization) in further [concrete] world:1 objects [(via objective abstract world:3 objects)] or spread by the spoken word to other hosts' world:2 brains (socialization) with the potential to mutate into new variants or form symbiotic relationships (combination) with other memes (memeplexes) to mutually support each other's fitness and to replicate together (Schmitt, 2018b) .
Conceptual design and personal knowledge management system ecosystems to complement current knowledge creation models and affordances
As the SECI model maps the real world of knowledge creation and "virtual" memes seem, as alluded to, well equipped to generatively flourish in SECI's ba-spaces of engagement, the PKMS concept aims to create a digital counterpart of this habitat within its memetic repository termed "Ideosphere" as a tangible analogy of Popper's abstract World:3 and a complement to the SECI model. Figure 4 (#3 Figure 3 to reflect on knowledge stocks as well as [institutions] and four further sub-categories to reflect on knowledge flows. Each ecosystem can be uniquely defined based on its key properties, structures and processes and, hence, facilitate investigating its specific barriers and fixations as well as the designation of distinct objectives and affordances in support of the generative agenda.
Personal knowledge management system ecosystems and affordances to determine the personal knowledge management system workflow
In contrast to the SECI workflow (#2), the PKMS workflow depicted in Figure 4 (#4) embodies a further flow (presented as rectangle in the column [ideoshere ecosystem: formation]) and stock (circle in the column [ideoshere ecosystem: enactment]), and it also follows an alternative path:
Seizing space: Tacit or explicit memes representing ideas or content from external sources, desk or field research, and creative conversations via PKMSs succeed in competing for an individual user's limited attention span to be located, accessed and contemplated.
Imbedding space: Memes found useful, might be subjected to collection, comprehension, (re-)composition, capturing and secure storing in an individual's PKMS device as original or mutated versions to facilitate personal sense-making.
Collating space: Captured memes may be related to other stored memes to form symbiotic relationships to mutually support each other's fitness and to replicate together as memeplexes and knowledge assets for creative work, authorship, classification and voluntary sharing.
K 49,1
Encompassing space: Memes or knowledge assets voluntarily shared are aggregated and curated in a "World Heritage of Memes Repository" (WHOMER) to eliminate redundancies and consolidate traceabilities for managing entropy and associative integrity.
Effectuating space: WHOMER curating options provide support for creating e-learning assets and citation/reputation metrics to ease collective content access, understanding, retention and re-use.
4.5 Personal knowledge management system for development personal knowledge management for development framework and its resemblance with Erikson's psycho-social multi-stage-model The vertical positions of the PKMS stocks and flows (#4) are aligned to the rows of the columns (#5-8) displayed on the right-hand side of Figure 4 . The six main ecosystems are restated (#5) and are further qualified by their key challenges and fixations (#6 in the same column) which are currently inhibiting the emergence of PKMS-like affordances. The ecosystems' prior workflow-induced left-to-right sequence (#3) has been substituted by a deviating bottom-up order to reflect the PKM4D priorities. The PKM4D framework allows for representing progressively higher development states to which individual knowledge workers should be able to aspire and promises higher levels of satisfaction if these states are reached. Accordingly, it resembles Erikson's psycho-social model's logic (Section 1.1) where becoming proficient with prior levels equips individuals with the essentials to master the steps ahead.
The PKM4D, thus, offers a motivational integrative 12-step-heuristic matching the levels of normative user ambitions with the respective PKMS affordances (Schmitt, 2016a (Schmitt, , 2017a (Schmitt, , 2017b . Figure 4 depicts the successive 12 PKM4D steps (#7 in the upward order displayed). As criteria symbolizing Exciters and Delighters, they follow Erikson's logic that higher levels correspond to higher states ofin the PKMS caseaspiration, development and potential personal satisfaction (aided by successfully utilizing the specific PKMS affordances conferred at this level).
The inhibitors and demotivators column (#8) indicate the negative consequences if such progress is denied (by enduring barriers and fixations and continuing lack of support and appropriate tools), resulting in increasing levels of frustration with detrimental effects on individuals and their surroundings. A rectangle underneath the 12 pairs of criteria (#9: white script on colored background) indicate their close alignment with the needs expressed in Maslow's extended hierarchy of needs (Koltko-Rivera, 2006) .
The same applies on the aggregate societal level of the various opportunity divides currently discussed (e.g. access, digital, learning, knowledge and innovation). The PKM4D framework, thus, facilitates self-reflection and the prioritization of personal targets as well as intervention levels [scaping, sight setting, socializing, striving, systemizing and scaling, as exemplified by the PKMS assessment (Schmitt, 2016a) ] in the individual, organizational and societal generative capacity development contexts of opportunity divides and knowledge societies.
Social generativity, generative relationships and structural holes
PKMSs' internal workings are following the CS and EB principles presented in Section 3.2 by affording the memetic representing, categorizing and combining of any explicable physical, virtual and intangible entity. The metaphor of "building blocks of know-how, skills and technology" alluded to in Section 4.2 (Koch, 2013) implies generativity by Decentralized knowledge management combining known captured old and/or newly explicated memes to create novel knowledge, but it is not confined to the physical properties of Lego bricks [as the archetype of the combination logic (Hatchuel et al., 2018, p. 7) ] as any meme's content can also be modified and/or further qualified.
Lane's five agent characteristics (Figure 1, right column) exemplify such a qualification focusing on relational generative potentials (Lane, 2011, pp. 10-12) . Other relevant kind of ties identified by network research include "communication ties (such as who talks to whom, or who gives information or advice to whom), formal ties (such as who reports to whom), affective ties (such as who likes whom, or who trusts whom), material or work flow ties (such as who gives money or other resources to whom), proximity ties (who is spatially or electronically close to whom) and cognitive ties (such as who knows who knows whom). Networks are typically multiplex, that is, actors share more than one type of tie" (Katz et al., 2004, p. 308) . Using the PKMS's functionalities to craft and nurture one's social capital and regenerative relationships in such conscious ways is promising returns in terms of access or mobilization.
There is, of course, also the possibility that potentially beneficial ties do not exist [referred to as structural holes (Burt, 2004) ]; the theories of organizational learning and knowledge creation, for example, "have been pursued as independent themes for almost two decades" (Brix, 2017, p. 113) . In these contexts, a PKMS user may adopt the virtual equivalent of Burt's (2015, p. 149 ) cocktail party hostess who introduces guests with assumed common interests to each other. While the guests in the real world may choose to ignore this kind of knowledge brokering (reinforcing any existing structural hole in the process), a shared link set by a PKMS user to indicate the proximity of any complementing or contentious memes authored by others remains noticeable.
Informational generativity and creation heritage and the role of associative indexing and integrity
One key motivation for Bush to envisage the Memex over seven decades ago (discussed in Section 3.3) was the "growing mountain of research" and the increasing evidence of "being bogged down" as "specialization extends" paired with the observation that "professionally our methods of transmitting and reviewing the results of research are generations old and by now are totally inadequate for their purpose" (Bush, 1945, pp. 1-2) . Nielsen (2011) , Sixtysix years later, confirmed this sorry state and urged using today's online realities for removing barriers that prevent potential contributors from engaging in a wider sharing, faster diffusion and more rapid iterative improvement of their ideas, sources, data, work-inprogress, preprints and/or code. Although digitization had brought some relief, scholarly research management platforms were still operating on high-granular document-centricity and pre-informed search-indexed retrieval. All these observations are still pertinent as referred to in Section 2.0.
By applying Bush's notions of associative indexing (Bush, 1945) , PKMS repositories are capturing and sharing bi-directional relationships between representations of basic memes. Based on the forward/backward tracking of the relations and trails captured, PKMSs operate like industrial supply chains whichas the back-bone of modern manufacturingrely on as-built-genealogies which document the technical interrelatedness of discrete parts, ingredients and labor to their final products and services.
In contrast to the physical and labor entities referenced in production systems, memes are neither reduced when consumed nor lessened when shared. If a meme is modified, a new version is created which remains linked to its ancestor meme but to be detached from its initial usage contexts. Accordingly, memes' histories are to be preserved and their relations K 49,1 accumulate (via usage and classifications) while their content may evolve (via new memes). The ensuing permanent trails may be used to notify dependent memes about changes in their ancestors' states (e.g. update, invalidation, expiry or detected falsification). PKMS's curation services further reduce entropy caused by repeated sharing of identical content by merging the respective memes ensuring that all their diverse usage-related meta-data and their varied relationships are retained and consolidated.
As anything explicable is also expressible, combinable and curatable in a standardized memetic format, linked distinctive memes of diverse disciplines are able to materialize as a single unified negentropic transdisciplinary knowledge repository (WHOMER).
4.8
The relevance of the fitness characteristics and technical generativity attributes (3.1) Table I in Section 3.1 itemizes a total of 26 generativity-related attributes across four models labeled A, B, C and D. This section describes some of the PKMS's key features and affordances fitting these attributes (to be inserted in the text in italics followed by ABCD in superscript to reference its model in Table I ). Although each attribute applies more wildly, for this accounting purpose they have been aligned to the most appropriate ecosystem and are likewise incorporated in Figure 4 (#10, bottom line) . The results show not only that all attributes are relevant, but also that all PKMS workflow phases exhibit generative outcomes.
4.8.1 Society ecosystem and personal knowledge management system community. Transforming into knowledge economies is severely hampered by persisting barriers and fixations and widening opportunity divides preventing individuals' access to digital content, e-learning, e-skills development, knowledge and innovation (Giebel, 2013) . Accessibility C forms, hence, the first level of the PKM4D framework and its developmental interventions (Section 4.5). The PKMS responds by affording decentralized low-cost devices (artifact) with low barriers of entry to the PKMS services and repositories (knowledge). As members, individuals are enabled to participate in a PKMS community expected to grow substantially over time (collaboration and contribution).
4.8.2 Institutions ecosystem and seizing space/socialization. Interaction D through study and creative conversations affords access to data and information (Accessibility C ) in support of desk and field research or adaptive and generative learning (Section 3.4). PKMSs facilitate these endeavors by providing a personal repository where the original or augmented knowledge (re)sources can be captured for retention, integrated with knowledge stored for Reflection D , repurposed for authorship, tuition or innovation and voluntarily shared with acquaintances. PKMSs, thus, facilitate self-reflecting conversations with former states of personal extelligence with a knowledge creation process which is biographically selfdetermined. Even critics who regard traditional KM as a utopian idea and argue that knowledge can only be managedif at allby individual knowers (Wilson, 2002) may find that the PKMS concept affords a viable KM scenario. 4.8.3 Knowledge worker ecosystem and personal knowledge management system fellows. By departing from the traditional centralized top-down organizational KMS developments in favor of decentralized, bottom-up, affordable and grass roots devices, PKMSs aim to overcome current paradigms and fixations in favor of overdue affordances and the strengthening of personal attention management and absorptive capacities. "By enabling individuals to make rich Representations D of their [abstract] understandings" (Boland et al., 1994, p. 457) , PKMSs enable the authoring of explicit digital artifacts to be shared as common referents to support Interaction D and Reflection D processes in generative collectives (Section 3.4). As knowledge workers move between projects and responsibilities, they areat lastalso able to systematically and sustainably develop their knowledge and skills with Decentralized knowledge management portable, mobile and collaborative flexibility and self-determination (Transience D and Laterality D ).
4.8.4 Technology ecosystem (autonomy) and imbedding space/internalization. Affording a DPE (Sections 2 and 4.1) with the opportunity to collaborate with OKMS and LMS to raise the mutual generative potential by using synergies has been a topic conceptualized recently (Schmitt and Gill, 2019) . The article exemplifies that the PKMS as a meta-artifact is not bound to a fixed system architecture, but that specific functionalities can support other external application contexts and vice versa (Modularity B ). A case in point is the PKMS concept's educational agenda which is about to integrate some of the PKMS affordances and content with an established LMS to set up KM-related personal e-learning environments (PLE), to be exemplified in Section 4.9. Hence, heterogeneous sets of PKMS users in their personal contexts are able to flexibly modify and redesign the digital knowledge artifacts according to their personal interpretations and needs within the PKMS's intended scope; access to the PKMS repository's content can be self-customized, and own compositions and ideas can be voluntarily shared for the interest of others with no regard to institutional, cultural, geographic or disciplinary boundaries (Tailorability D and Openness AD ). Achieving understanding and proficiency of the PKMS affordances is supported by accessible and transparent educational content and interventions (Ease of Mastery C ) (van Osch, 2012, pp. 79-80) .
4.8.5 Technology ecosystem (collaboration) and personal knowledge management system devices. The PKMS's community-based collaborative connectedness embodies Levy's envisioned decentralized KM revolution (Sections 1.1 and 4). Its diffused processes of creative conversations and collective intelligence feedbacks allow for exploring the content and usage of the digital artifacts captured in the PKMS repository together with its components and dependencies (Interactivity B ). PKMSs, hence, carry the notion of Reflexive Dynamics B ensuring that "any access, assembly, manipulation can only be performed through making use of other (PKMS-like) digital artefacts" (Eck, et al., 2015, p. 3) which is expected to assist in growing a PKMS community over time with the associated network effects where new members do not only add value as actors but also add some value to every other actor in the network, "so each new member in a large network is worth more than a new member in a small network" (Garon, 2012, p. 457). 4.8.6 Extelligence ecosystem (codification) and collating space/combination. The information abundance with its attentiveness-consuming entropy has been alluded to (Section 2.0) and is likely to further accelerate because of copy-and-paste-practices by, for example, social media, blogs, websites, platform algorithms, self-publishing or academic publish-or-perish policies. Accordingly, PKMSs mark a shift from the traditional book-ageparadigm and its repositories are, instead, based on the finer memetic Granularity B of "atomic" cognitive information units (memes) and their structural combinations (memeplexes and knowledge assets). While the initial codification and structures of these digital artifacts stay unchanged, users are creating new versions (Section 4.7) by repositing, revising, reclassifying and/or redeploying them (Editability B ).
4.8.7 Extelligence ecosystem (container) and individual heritage of memes repositories (iHOMER). The Granularity B of any memecomplex and knowledge assets refers to their inherent Decomposability A down to their sequence of basic meme representations (including annotations, footnotes, indexes, citations, etc.) and to the prospect to modify or recombine "both an insignificant and a substantial part of the artefact on different levels of abstraction" (Eck, et al., 2015, p. 3) . However, any mutation generates a new version linked to all its ancestor memes, but ready to be reconnected, reclassified and/or repurposed (Reprogrammability B ) (Section 4.6). K 49,1 4.8.8 Extelligence ecosystem (context) and encompassing space/externalization. Assured by associative indexing and centralized curation, the traceability of memes across disciplinary boundaries places long overdue affordances straight at the fingertips of PKMS community members (Section 4.7). The leap in resourcefulness is bound to energize digital scholarship and generative authorship. The collectivity of voluntarily shared, curated, unique, unified, combined and trail-mapped memes, hence, transgress any physical, institutional or disciplinary borders (Distributedness B ) and may be customized for many varied applications even in originally not anticipated contexts (Adaptability C and Malleability A ). Collectivity, ("generally defined as the quality or state of constituting an aggregated whole") applies in the PKMS context not only to the user community but as well to the captured "assemblage of independent but interrelated" memes (van Osch, 2012, p. 51) .
4.8.9 Ideosphere ecosystem (enactment) and World Heritage of Memes Repository knowledge base. After curation, the extelligence captured in the WHOMER repository is not only a transdisciplinary unified knowledge base in a negentropic state of associative integrity butin contrast to its abstract Popperian World:3 counterparttangible, accessible and interrogatable. Propelled by the network effects of increasing adoption rates, WHOMER is expected to rapidly grow its novel as well as its historic content. Concurrently, an increasing density of shared relationships is also likely to stimulate the creation of boundary objects (e.g. heuristics, templates or examples) to add further informational generativity (Table I : Novelty A , Interestingness A and Elegance A ) [2] . The PKMS's WHOMER repository, thus, establishes a "concrete" equivalent of Popper's abstract World:3 knowledge objects as an alternative to today's fragmented World:1 extelligence [as elaborated and based on the scheme of small-and-big-T-theories (O'Raghallaigh et al., 2011; Schmitt, 2018b) with the potential to host the accumulated heritage of the world's extelligence] (Section 3.4generative heritage).
4.8.10 Ideosphere ecosystem (formation) and effectuation. Neglected by current KM theories and practices, the PKMS process of effectuation (defined as to put into force or operation) is tasked with increasing PKMS users' productivity and Leverage C by exploiting WHOMER's negentropic, generative and anti-fragile potentials. In addition to feeding the collective-intelligence-turned-extelligence back as networked meme (plexe)s to the decentralized devices, the PKMS's services portfolio affords superior academic reputation-based systems in relation to content tracing as well as citation and impact metrics. Its generative Transferability C is impacted by conveying changes not only to the PKMS devices but by also serving synergetic LMS and/or OKMS collaborative instantiations (Section 4.1).
The effects of the "negative" generativity alluded to (Section 2) give rise to some large extent to Taleb's "extended disorder family" which accounts for uncertainty, variability, imperfect, incomplete knowledge, chance, chaos, volatility, disorder, entropy, time, the unknown, randomness, turmoil, stressor, error, dispersion of outcomes, and unknowledge. In his pursuit for negentropy, the term "Antifragility A " defines the property or capacity of systems (beyond robustness and resilience) to potentially benefit or even thrive when exposed to these change or disorder effects (Taleb, 2012, pp. 17, 26) . Designing for anti-fragile systems "requires us to model the potentials that may emerge from individual agents and groups, clusters or networks of agents (i.e. agency) by understanding their creative capacity for innovation, and what constrains agents and agency in society and the environment" (Peter and Swilling, 2014) .
Decentralized
knowledge management 4.9 The personal knowledge management system concept's educational agenda (3.4) Learning assets are special instances of knowledge asset and instrumental in the LMS/PLE context mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.8. Currently, the KM-related content covered in the PKMS publications has already been captured in their meme-based representations (over 40 articles in excess of several hundred cited external sources) are repurposed to create LMS learning assets/units, further to be supported by leveraging analogies, metaphors, visuals, maps, frameworks, concepts and schemes (Schmitt, 2019c) .
Once the respective e-learning content has been covered by a learner, the repurposed meme subsets can be transferred to his/her PKMS for reinforcing retention and re-use. Learners would also be able to follow-up on any of the LMS-repurposed memes by visiting the PKMS repository's linked supplementary content for further interrogation and learning.
The current KM e-learning design-in-work also envisages non-linear course delivery based on 3D-topologies as navigation/interaction spaces to allow learners suitable choices of how to kick off and commence their study paths (Schmitt and Gill, 2019, p. 10) . And, in case any of these learning assets is shared across different LMS e-learning courses (owing to its multi-disciplinary relevance), non-linear transdisciplinary learning experiences can be further enhanced by offering options to leap into entirely different course worlds (Schmitt, 2018b) .
Discussion and conclusions 5.1 Summary and discussion of findings
The article set out to review the current generativity discourse deemed relevant to knowledge management. The respective generative models and attributes have then been cross-referenced to the workflows and digital ecosystems of a novel PKM concept and system currently under development. It illustrated that the current shortcomings (especially in the context of knowledge entropy and fragmentation) need to be addressed in a holistic and systemic manner to impact the wicked problem space of current opportunity divides and unsustainable wanting KM practices. The PKMS DSR and prototype development presented are attempting such an endeavor.
While the generative fit aspired to ensures that the system is inherently dynamic and primarily aims for enhancing "human strengths and capabilities rather than compensating for their limitations" (Avital and Te'eni, 2009, p. 5) , the article also aims for theory effectiveness to demonstrate that the system "is incrementally and iteratively designed in order to be purposefulboth in terms of its utility (which is largely a matter of content) but also in its communication (which is largely a question of presentation) to an audience" (O'Raghallaigh et al., 2011, p. 117; Schmitt, 2016b) .
Generativity, in these contexts, facilitates creating new knowledge (that needs to be retained and discoverable) and combining it with old knowledge structures (that need to be stable and traceable), all at a memetic granular level in the case of PKMSs. Current digital artifact's usage is mainly captured and processed at the file (e.g. Google Scholar or ResearchGate) and link level (e.g. reputation metrics or search engines), as its content structures still emulate the traditional book-age paradigm and ignore the "superior features that digital media offers in comparison to traditional paper documents" (Signer, 2010, p. 391) . Current tools also fail to provide knowledge workers with these most vital provisions: Personal digitized knowledge stays always in the possession and at the personal disposal of its owner or eligible co-worker, based on standardized, consistent, transparent, flexible, secure and non-redundant formats as well as independent of changes in one's social, educational, professional or technological environment; a generative heritage repository unlocks collaboration capabilities between decentralized autonomous personal KM K 49,1 capacities which may be extended to consolidate mutually beneficial collective actions with OKMSs for organizational performance as well as with LMS for educational interventions (Schmitt, 2015) .
Research originality and implications
As acknowledged by the reviewers, the article provides new insights and generates new knowledge by presenting a holistic framework and systemic KM perspective relevant for both individuals and organizations. In this context, it is among the first to attend to the transdisciplinary integration of the well-established psychological notions of generativity into its newer digital and systemic dimensions concerning knowledge management. As complex concepts and dynamics from diverse research domains are synthesized and considered from several perspectives, the shortcomings and fixations of current KM structures and the advantageous affordances of the novel personal KM approach informing the DSR and prototyping undertaking are made transparent. The aim, however, is not to replace but complement traditional organizational KM approaches to foster a fruitful coevolution as reinforced by the synergies between the SECI and SICEE cycles. The adopted and adapted generativity concepts and their semantic capacity to furnish new meanings demonstrate that this approach opens new directions for KM research as well as for applications in practice.
Given knowledge workers' motivation to write personal career script for bringing fulfillment and meaning (Gratton, 2011) , the PKMS services portfolio helps to craft, nurture and differentiate their individual intellectual, social and emotional capital resources and capability endowments in conscious ways, aiming for novel sustainable interventions to confront opportunity divides by affording individuals the means for life-long-learning, resourcefulness, creative authorship and teamwork and by supporting their generative role as contributor to and beneficiary of organizational and societal performances.
The emerging denser networks explicated (meme-to-meme, meme-to-peer and peer-topeer) reduce structural holes and establish the PKMS as a knowledge broker among diverse disciplines as well as among developed and emerging economies or educational and research centers with currently unevenly distributed resources. Opportunity divides can, hence, be addressed "allowing and potentiating access to an agora of human collective intelligence (WHOMER as tangible instantiation of Popper's World:3), to cutting-edge studies, projects, events and so forth" (V at am anescu et al., 2018).
Research limits and future avenues
After completing the test phase of the prototype, its transformation into a viable PKMS device application and a cloud-based WHOMER server is estimated to take 12 months. However, to ultimately succeed, the design of a meta-artifact needs to meet aspects of feasibility, suitability and acceptability:
In the author's view, the feasibility of a memex-like PKMS application as proposed has only been made possible by the recent advances in development, hosting, cloud and noSQL database platforms which allow for scaling the PKM prototype by facilitating the creative conversations of wider communities across technological environments. The examples of Wikipedia, Google Scholar and ResearchGate have also demonstrated (against the logic of the rational "homo economicus") that network effects are able to create the critical momentum for open science endeavors and social media platforms to prosper.
Decentralized knowledge management
Even a paradigm shift equivalent to the required document-centric-to-meme-basedtransformation has already occurred when earlier flat file databases because of unmaintainable redundancy and compromised referential integrity were substituted by relational databases with their normalized table structures as proposed by Codd in 1970 (Date, 2006) . A publication-in-press (Schmitt, 2019b) has followed up on the PKMS's suitability and potential impact by positively benchmarking it against 12 objective criteria (listed as #11 in Figure 4 ) defining disruptive innovations and general-purpose technologies (Cantner and Vannuccini, 2012) . It argues that a dominant KMS design does not yet exist (allowing a PKMS-like innovation to meet unsatisfied demand) and stresses the PKMS's potential for innovation spawning (easing the inventing of new artifacts and processes). As a key feature of technical generativity, the latter refers to a system's capacity to be malleable in unanticipated ways (Section 3.1). While some of the related technical intricacies have already been addressed (Schmitt, 2017b) , a further paper is planned to assess how the PKMS concept compares to, can make use of and add to semantic Web technologies. To foster acceptability in addition to its appealing affordances, the disruptive PKMS approach adopts a counterbalancing "emergent innovation" strategy by easing the complex tensions between the radically new and established already familiar perspectives and structures (Peschl and Fundneider, 2013) as exemplified by the SECI-SICEE synergies described. A further publication has followed up on these commonalities by amalgamating the PKMS not only with the SECI workflows but also 11 further complementing renowned knowledge creation models in a threedimensional dynamic "public-transport-like" map (Schmitt, 2019a) . While PKMS particularities in the context of entrepreneurial growth stages have been addressed (Schmitt, 2018a) , papers planned will focus on the particular benefits for transdisciplinarians, on crafting a desirable sustainability vision and on comparing the meme-based test-database of all PKMS publications (with their references and citations) against their representation in Google Scholar and ResearchGate. Notes 1. In its more recent interpretation as an internet meme, its dynamic propagation in Web and mass media environments may result in "viral" or "fallout" attention patterns and copies of content and links followed by declining interest and searches (Perissi et al., 2018) . Memes in the PKMS repository stay, instead, unique but their content may evolve (into new memes).
2. As a bridge between disciplinary divides and/or a transitional state between ill-structured and not yet well-structured representations (e.g. standards or infrastructure), boundary objects afford diverse social actors a shared collaborative space of common understanding but interpretative flexibility tailorable to local use and/or disciplinary contexts (Star, 2010) .
